International University of Languages & Media, Milan
(IULM)
If you wish to study a Master programme in Italy, you have to meet an additional enrolment
requirement and to produce an additional documentation, called “Dichiarazione di valore in loco”
(DVL) (you can find examples of correct DVL at the end of this document).
A basic requirement for all international students, in order to be admitted to an Italian University
Master Course, is that they hold a college or university degree equivalent to a three-year first
level University Italian degree and that have successfully completed the equivalent number of
years of education as an Italian graduate: at least 15 years of study (from primary school to
university graduation).
All this information must be clearly specified in the “Dichiarazione di valore in loco”.
A DVL provides a short description of your academic or professional qualification. It states that
your degree is valuable as a first-level Italian degree, specifies the total number of school years
and the full name of the university where the degree has been taken.
How to obtain the “Dichiarazione di Valore In Loco”?
Contact the competent Italian diplomatic authority (Consulate or Embassy) in the country where
the Bachelor’s degree has been awarded and ask for the “Dichiarazione di valore in loco”. The
Consulate will indicate you the documents needed to obtain this document.
What has to be stated in the “Dichiarazione di Valore in Loco”?
1. the full name of the university where the degree was taken;
2. that the degree in question is of equal value to a first-level University Italian degree,
3. the overall number of school years completed (minimum of 15 year from primary school
to University)
DVLs are issued in Italian.
Which documents must be attached to the “Dichiarazione di Valore in Loco”?
1. Bachelor’s degree certificate: original copy and legalised translation of it into Italian,
authenticated by the Italian Consulate of the country in which the degree was awarded;
2. Bachelor’s degree transcript: original copy and legalised translation of it into Italian,
authenticated by the Italian Consulate of the country in which the degree was awarded;
3. High School diploma: original copy and legalised translation of it into Italian,
authenticated by the Italian Consulate of the country in which the degree was awarded;
In order to get the legalised translations of your documents, you have to ask the Italian
Consulate/Embassy the list of the legal translators. Once you have your documents translated, you
can present them to the Consulate again, and have them legalized.
All these documents must be presented, in original copy, to IULM University, on your arrival.
To avoid any difficulties, we strongly suggest you to arrange the DVL and send a scanned copy of it,
together with the other requested documents, to IULM University asap, for verification before you
start the MIC programme.

Please note:
 It is strongly recommended to check fulfilment of all requirements before applying for
one semester at IULM University; students should check with the Italian Consulate or
Embassy of the country where they graduated the details of requested documents, together
with costs and timings, which can vary for each country.


Only students who apply for one semester at IULM and are considered eligible by the
consortium will be requested to present the DVL;



The documentation to be presented to IULM, must be complete with all the requested
Documents (DVL + original/certified copy of secondary school diploma, university degree
certificate and transcript of exams + legal translation of all documents).



IULM will verify all the documents provided and reserves the right to refuse enrolment if
any discrepancies become evident during verification;



If applicants fail to submit all the requested documents upon enrolment, they will be
considered on a provisional basis for the MIC programme until all missing documents have
been received and verified by IULM;



If applicants fail to submit all the requested documents, they will not be able to obtain
IULM’s Master degree in International Communication nor the MIC Consortium Certificate.

Example 1: correct DVL

.

Example 2: correct DVL

